SECTION A

3/4' OPEN HOLE. ADJUST HOLE LOCATION VERTICALLY TO MISS HARPED STRANDS. OMIT HOLES AND PLACE INSERTS ON THE INTERIOR FACE OF EXTERIOR GIRDERS. PLACE HOLES AND INSERTS PARALLEL TO DIAPHRAGM CENTERLINE. INSERTS SHALL BE 1" MEADOWBURKE MX-3HI-TENSILE, 1" MEADOWBURKE FX-19 FERRULE INSERT, 1"x4½" DAYTON-SUPERIOR F-62 FLARED THIN SLAB FERRULE INSERT OR APPROVED EQUAL.

TEXTURE TOP OF GIRDER IN ACCORDANCE WITH STD. SPEC. 6-02.3(25)H.

INSTALL LIFTING EMBEDMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH STD. SPEC. 6-02.3(25)L. REMOVE TO 1" BELOW TOP OF GIRDER AND GROUT WITH AN APPROVED EPOXY GROUT AFTER ERECTION.

ORDER DETAILS IDENTIFIED IN THE GIRDER SCHEDULE.

MULTIPLE UNIT HOLD DOWN TO STRADDLE HARPING POINT.

APPLY APPROVED RETARDANT FOR 1/4" ETCH TO SIDE FORMS OR 1/4" KOUGHENED SURFACE TREATMENT BY APPROVED MECHANICAL METHOD. OMIT AT EXTERIOR FACE OF EXTERIOR GIRDER.
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STANDARD

PRECASTED ADVANCEMENT DETAILS AS SHOWN

ORDER LENGTH ± 1'-0"